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UNIT I 

1. Answer any one of the following questions:                                                     1x12 = 12 

a) ‘If poets produce immoral results, this happens not without certain causes in the 

nature of poetry itself.’ Discuss with reference to Plato’s The Republic. 

b) How does Plato correlate socio-political philosophy with his discussion on poetry in 

The Republic?  

c) Write a short essay on Aristotle’s doctrine of imitation in Poetics. 

d) How does Longinus show that death and destruction are conducive to the sublime? 

 

UNIT II 

2.  Answer any one of the following questions:               1x12 = 12                         

a) Why according to Philip Sidney is a comparison viable between poetry, history and 

philosophy? On what grounds does he think poetry to be superior to the other two 

disciplines?  

b) Critically comment on Sidney’s counters to the puritan objections to poetry as laid 

down in his An Apology for Poetry.  

c) Show how Pope’s critique on poetry in An Essay on Criticism adheres to the 

contemporary critical principles. 

d) Examine Pope's discussion on Nature in An Essay on Criticism. 

 



 
 

 

 

UNIT III 

3.  Answer any four of the following short questions:                                                4 x 4 = 16 

a) Why does Plato refer to Achilles’ frenzied reactions to Patroclus’ death in The 

Republic (Book III)? 

b) Who, according to Plato, are fit to govern the ideal republic and why? 

c) What, according to Aristotle, is the ideal kind of Discovery? 

d) What are the sources of false sublime? 

e) What were the Greek and Roman names for the poet? What roles for the poet do 

these names signify? 

f) Why does Philip Sidney conceive man as a creature torn between his “erect wit” and 

“infected will”? 

g) What does Pope have to say regarding memory and understanding? 

h) Why does Pope mention the “Ancients” in his An Essay on Criticism? 
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